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Abstract

Increasing labor mobility has an impact on all redistributive policy measures un-

dertaken by national governments. This paper focuses on intergenerational redistri-

bution, in particular PAYG financed public pension systems, and surveys some of

the recent literature on this topic. Two different strands in the literature are cov-

ered: In the median-voter framework, policy outcomes depend on both the structure

of the population and on the design of the public pension system. In addition, we

look at the welfare-theoretical literature which addresses the harmonization of social

security policies.
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1 Introduction

The European countries and the Commission of the European Union promote the

mobility of goods, services, and production factors in order to deepen European

integration. Outside the EU, the process of globalization increases mobility as well.

At the same time, social security remains a national policy task. Just recently, in

December 2000, the Treaty of Nice confirmed that all issues of social security policy

within the EU still have to be decided on by unanimous vote. In practice, this implies

that major advances towards an integrated European social security policy cannot

be expected in the coming years.

At the same time, labor mobility is likely to increase further in the future. This

obviously has an impact on European social security systems which raises some

important questions: How much of the recent problems of the national social security

systems can be explained by the process of European integration? Is there an impact

on the efficiency of factor allocation or on the provision of social security if the social

security systems remain a national task and no coordination between European

countries takes place? To which level of government should social policy be assigned,

in order to achieve the normative objectives of the EU?

In this paper, we will try to give at least some answers to these questions by sur-

veying some of the recent literature on intergenerational redistribution and labor

mobility in open economies1. These issues have recently been discussed by a number

of authors, including Breyer/Kolmar (1996, 2000, 2001), Haupt/Peters (1998, 1999),

Homburg/Richter (1993), Konrad (1995), Razin/Sadka (1999, 2000a, 2000b), and

Wildasin (1999) in two separate strands of the literature. One part of the litera-

ture deals with nationally optimal social policy mostly focuses on a median voter

framework. This literature shows that policy outcomes may differ depending on the

structure of the population, or on the design of the public pension system. The im-

plication for the EU is that all issues of social security harmonization have to take

into account the outcome of the underlying national political process. As the anal-

ysis is positive in nature, we cannot conclude, however, whether the final outcome

1The literature on intragenerational redistribution was recently be reviewed by Cremer et al.

(1996).
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is desirable from a welfare point of view.

The second strand in the literature explicitly addresses the harmonization of social

security policies, employing the concept of benevolent dictator governments. This

allows to find desirable outcomes in the above mentioned sense. The results may,

however, be biased because of an incomplete picture of the political process in the

national arena.

In this paper, we analyze and contrast these two disparate approaches to intergen-

erational redistribution under increasing labor mobility. In all cases, we focus on

PAYG financed social security such as public pensions systems. Usually the models

are based on an OLG framework. Fully funded pension systems will be neglected

since they are not intergenerationally redistributive. Furthermore they do not play

a major role in the EU member states’ public pension systems.

In section 2, we will start out by discussing the basic issues of migration and public

pensions. It will be shown in a very simple framework how international differences in

the public pension systems induce migration and may result in welfare losses. Section

3 turns to the question how countries adapt to increasing labor mobility by choosing

their nationally optimal policy. In the median-voter framework, we will discuss how

the voting process changes if migration becomes possible. Furthermore, the role of

the immigrants’ skill levels is analyzed in a dynamic framework. The section ends

with an investigation of the impact of labor mobility on the immobile factors such

as land. After having reviewed the literature on nationally optimal policy, section

4 asks for the conditions of global efficiency. If migration distorts global efficiency,

policy harmonization has to be considered as a measure to overcome the problem.

Section 5 concludes by summarizing the main findings.

2 Basic issues of migration and public pensions

Only a few decades ago, international exchange was limited to trade in goods and

services. The lack of mobility of production factors made European countries ba-

sically were closed economies with centralized social security systems. Today, in

comparison, we have a confederation with mobile factors of production between the
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member states of the union2. Mobility is even promoted by European politics. What

we do not have (yet), however, is a federation with a strong central government level.

This role is fulfilled only partly by the EU Commission and the European Council.

Almost all important redistributive policy measures remain in the responsibility of

the member states. As a consequence, increasing factor mobility may put pressure

on national redistributive systems3.

It is a well-known fact from the traditional literature on fiscal federalism that in

order to avoid migration incentives redistribution policy is best carried out at a

central government level which has a geographical scope that coincides with the

relevant factor markets. With increasing factor mobility the market is the EU (see

Wildasin (1999)) and the term ”central” refers to the EU solution. In the absence of

a centralized social security policy, inefficiencies and prisoner’s dilemma situations

cannot be excluded.

In today’s Europe one therefore finds the topic of whether to harmonize European

social security systems or not addressed frequently in the recent literature. One of the

main interests of this area of research is whether national social security systems

are still efficient under the circumstances of increasing labor mobility or if some

form of policy adjustment has to be considered. According to Kolmar (1999), four

different qualities of adjustment for public pension systems can be distinguished :

(i) cooperation, which is the weakest form of adjustment, (ii) coordination, which

introduces some link between the contribution rates between different systems, (iii)

harmonization with equal contribution rates in all countries, or (iv) consolidation,

which is the introduction of a single union-wide public-pension system.

The basic fiscal federalism arguments can easily be shown in the traditional frame-

work of a static general equilibrium model. For this, we will first introduce the

2Regarding labor mobility, Schneider (1996) gives some interesting data for the EU member

states on employment abroad and the willingness to work abroad. Employment abroad ranges

from just 2% of work force in Germany and the Netherlands to 10% in Denmark, 11% in Portugal

and up to 23% in Ireland. The willingness to work abroad is low in Germany (28%), Greece (31%),

and Belgium (34%), while it is high in Britain (57%), Portugal (56%), Denmark (52%), or France

(50%).

3See Breyer/Kolmar (1996, 2000).
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concept of the net public pension wealth NPPW (see Feldstein (1974)). This mea-

sure equals gross public pension wealth which is the present value of retirement

benefits less the present value of the contributions to the public pension plan.

For simplicity, one can assume a proportional payroll tax τi as contribution to the

social security system and a lump-sum annuity bi as benefit. Furthermore, it is

assumed that the retirement and the end of life occur with certainty at age R or at

age D, respectively. Then, from the lifetime budget constraint of a worker in country

i one can easily derive the net public pension wealth which is

NPPW i =
DX
t=R

bi
(1 + r)t

−
RX
t=0

τiwi
(1 + r)t

The NPPW might be positive or negative. If we assume the marginal productivity

of labor (MPL) to be equal in all countries, then a lifetime utility maximizing

individual will choose the country with the maximum NPPW as place of residence.

Hence, the NPPWi is a measure of the fiscal incentive to reside in country i.

Wildasin (1999) finds in his empirical analysis for seven European countries that the

NPPW is negative in all countries for young individuals and families (see Table 1).

In some countries like France or Italy, the NPPW is still positive for middle-aged

individuals but this is probably due to delayed reforms of the pension systems.

INSERT TABLE 1

The reduction in lifetime income is quite substantial in most countries. It goes up

to ninety-thousand Euros (or 31 percent of total lifetime income) for a young Dutch

single. The differences in NPPW for different national social security systems create

strong incentives for migration. The same young Dutch single will gain 15 percent

of lifetime income by moving to Germany and even 25 percent by moving to France.

In order to derive the actual migration incentive, however, one has to compare these

numbers to the migration costs.

Using the concept of the NPPW we will now discuss how public pension systems

influence the allocation of a fixed amount of labor between two countries (see figure

1) if labor is mobile. LetMPLi be the marginal productivity of labor in country i. We
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assume that the allocation of labor L∗ is efficient in the beginning, i.e. the marginal

productivity of labor is equal in both countries: MPLi = MPLj. Furthermore the

NPPW shall be zero in both countries. No migration will occur in this scenario.

INSERT FIGURE 1

Now we assume that in country i the situation changes and the NPPWi turns

negative. One reason might be a reform of the pension system due to the ageing

of society. If there is no labor mobility, the MPLi curve shifts down and we find

that a migration incentive occurs since the wage in country j is larger now than the

net-of-NPPW wage in country i. If we allow for migration, some individuals move

to country j and the new allocation of labor is L0 where wages equalize. L∗ − L0
young workers will move to country j. This allocation is inefficient since we have

MPLi > MPLj . Total contributions to the public pension system are reduced. The

consequence for country i will either be to reduce pension benefits, which is clearly a

welfare loss to the retirees, or to increase contributions. This will reduce the NPPWi

further and induce even more migration. The welfare loss can be measured by the

triangle ABC.

Furthermore, some countries may find it impossible to sustain redistributive mea-

sures in the face of social policy competition and labor mobility. The reasoning

for this is quite simple if one distinguishes two different population groups: mobile

young workers and immobile retirees. This assumption is not unrealistic as by EU

regulation retirees in Europe hold their pension claims always against the country

where they paid their contributions regardless of their country of residence. Young

workers are at least partially mobile. Even if this is only a small segment of the work

force, the potential distortion through artificial migration incentives for this group

can already cause substantial welfare losses (Breyer/Kolmar (2001)).

The losers will always be those who cannot escape and those who benefit from

redistribution (see Sinn (1990)). This holds for retirees, the poor, land owners and

similar groups. These groups are rather price inelastic and will hardly ever or never

migrate. With sufficiently high mobility of young workers, a redistributive system

can only be sustained if redistribution takes place among the immobile groups. This

is a basic lesson from the theory of optimal taxation.
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3 Nationally optimal public-pension policies

From the previous section we learned that labor mobility will induce welfare losses

and may cause social policy competition. Sustaining redistributive system becomes

increasingly difficult. In the following, we will take the viewpoint of a single member

country of the European Union and investigate which consequences increasing labor

mobility has on nationally optimal public pension policy4.

In the recent literature we basically find small open-economy models5 with two

approaches for looking at the impact of increased labor mobility on public pension

policy. One approach is to investigate how migration changes the political decision-

making process in a country by using median-voter models6. A second strand of

literature analyzes what effect migration of workers with different skill levels has on

the public pension system.

3.1 Voting on immigration and public pensions

In the recent literature the public choice approach towards migration has gained

increasing attention (see e.g. Goodspeed (1998)). The increasing factor mobility in-

duced by the European integration changes the pie that can be distributed in each

country. Under the changing conditions, national groups and parties try to use their

political influence to maximize their share of social output. In their home country’s

political decision-making process they influence effective factor prices via tax inci-

dence or social protection, which will in turn determine the level and distribution

of social output between factor owners.

There is a number of papers in this field on static redistributional policy measures7

4We will not discuss the case of completely immobile labor in which repercussions from the

capital market cause impacts on nationally optimal public pension policy. See e.g. Kolmar (1997,

2001) or Persson (1985) for further details.

5There are almost no large open-economy models in the literature. One of the rare exceptions

is Breyer/Wildasin (1993).

6See Breyer/Craig (1997) on the empirical relevance of voting on social security.

7To name just a few recent articles: Lejour/Verbon (1996) who analyse decentralized social

insurance policies with mobile capital. Similar are Persson/Tabellini (1992) and Gabszewicz/van
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but only few are done on intergenerational redistribution. The latter ones usually

combine an OLG framework with a median-voter model. Two groups of models will

be discussed in the following. Firstly, models that investigate how immigration of

foreign workers influences the public pension system and which impact this has on

the political process. Secondly, models that ask whether the political power of geron-

tocrats is changed if the young generation can opt out of the system by emigration.

A model from the first group is Scholten/Thum (1996) who build on the traditional

three-generations voting model introduced by Browning (1975) and Sjoblom (1985).

In Scholten/Thum’s model, however, the voters decide on immigration policy, not

on the social security contribution rate. Immigration will have different effects on

each of the three living generations since the amount of immigration will not only

have an impact on current and expected pensions payments but also on wages8.

The model was extended by Haupt/Peters (1998)9. While individuals in the

Scholten/Thum model are myopic, Haupt/Peters assume that rationally behaving

voters today anticipate the effect on future generations’ voting behavior. Further-

more, Haupt/Peters look at two different policy regimes with either a fixed contri-

bution rate or a constant replacement ratio while Scholten/Thum consider only the

latter case10.

The Haupt/Peters model assumes a young and a middle-aged generation which con-

stitute the labor force and pay contributions to the public pension system. In old

age people will retire and receive a pension benefit which is proportional to gross

wages. The total labor force is Lt = zt−1 + zt where zt = nt +mt is the size of the

generation born in period t. This includes nt domestic young workers and mt immi-

grants which are assumed to be young at the time of immigration. The immigration

ratio describes the relation of total labor supply with and without immigration:

γt ≡ (zt−1 + nt +mt)/(zt−1 + nt). The reproduction rate xt ≡ nt/zt−1 is constant.
Ypersele (1996). Verbon (1990) considers a mobile labor force in a intragenerational-redistribution

framework.

8One must not forget that immigration to one country may - at the same time - cause serious

problems for the emigration countries to sustain their pension systems (see Hauser (2001)).

9In the following discussion, we will therefore follow the model by Haupt/Peters (1998).

10This distinction is similar to the distinction of tax rate competition versus expenditure com-

petition in the tax literature. See e.g. Wildasin (1988) or Hindriks (1999).
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Finally, the dependency ratio Dt = zt−2/Lt gives the relation of retirees to the cur-

rent labor force. It depends on domestic reproduction and on immigration policy11.

An increase in either of the two variables leads to a smaller dependency ratio, i.e.

∂D/∂x < 0 and ∂D/∂γ < 0. Immigration has a drawback as it reduces gross wages

at least temporarily according to wt(γt) with ∂w/∂γ < 0. Intergenerational redis-

tribution takes place through a PAYG public pension system. Its budget constraint

is given by btwt = Dtqtwt where bt is the contribution rate and qt is the pension

benefit. Two different policy regimes are possible.

In the first regime (q-policy regime or Scholten/Thum case) the replacement ratio

is fixed at the level q, i.e. bt = qDt. In each period the same portion q of gross wage

will be paid as benefit to the retirees. The contribution rate now depends on the

voting process since immigration influences the dependency ratio Dt. The second

regime (b-policy regime) is just the opposite. Here, the contribution rate b is fixed at

a certain level of gross wage. The political decision on immigration now influences

the pension benefit via Dt in qt = bD
−1
t .

In the q-policy regime, retirees will be worse off as their pension benefit q is a fixed

share of the gross wage which falls due to immigration. Therefore they will vote

for a restrictive immigration policy (γt = 1). The active generations have to face

shrinking gross wages as well, but at the same time total pensions will be collected

from more workers. Hence, the contribution rate can be lowered and the effect on net

wages is ambiguous. Compared to a member of the middle-aged generation, a young

worker is likely to gain more from immigration as she will do so in two periods (t

and t+1). The young generation therefore is more in favor of a liberal immigration

policy than the middle-aged generation. However, the middle-aged generation is the

median voter and will be decisive in the political process.

In order to find the politically chosen immigration policy, one has to maximize

the middle-aged generation’s lifetime utility from the remaining lifetime income

stream. In contrast to Scholten/Thum, Haupt/Peters introduce a reaction function

γt+1 = ft+1(γt) which allows rational voters to anticipate the effect of their decision

in the future. The optimal immigration policy chosen by myopic voters is given if a

11This dependency is either only on current (Scholten/Thum) or on current and past immigration

policy (Haupt/Peters).
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marginal reduction of net wages equals the marginal reduction of the contribution

rate due to a more favorable dependency ratio.

A rationally behaving median voter faces an additional term (Stackelberg term)

as each median voter plays a Stackelberg game with the median voter in the next

period. The Stackelberg term is positive since the reaction function is decreasing in

γ. Hence, a rational median voter is in favor of a more liberal immigration policy

than a myopic median voter. The intuition for this result is rather simple. A more

liberal immigration policy will reduce the tax burden in the next two periods due to

the improved dependency ratio, i.e. this period’s and next period’s median voter will

be better off. Therefore, in the following period there is less need for immigration

and a more restrictive immigration policy can be chosen. This improves the expected

pension benefit of today’s median voter since future gross wages will decrease less

due to less immigration in the next period. Hence, today’s median voter has an

incentive to behave more liberally and to allow more immigrants into the country

since this behavior will induce a positive effect on his future pension payment.

The b-policy regime is somewhat more complex. If a reasonable immigration elastic-

ity of wages is assumed (−1 < η < 0), the old generation will advocate a boundless

immigration. This is because the increase in pension benefits due to immigration

and therefore higher total contributions overcompensates the decrease in pension

benefits from falling gross wages.

The young generation will vote in favor of completely stopping immigration (γ∗ = 1)

since they face decreasing gross wages but have no other gain from immigration.

Again, the members of the middle-aged generation decide which number of immi-

grants is allowed in. The utility from their remaining lifetime income does not depend

on previous decisions on immigration policy γt−1, so myopic and rational policy co-

incide in this case. Since the function is strictly convex the optimal policy decision

is either no immigration at all (γ∗ = 1) or maximum possible immigration without

lowering wages too much to still attract immigrants (γ∗ = γ). Whether the negative

effect in the remaining working period or the positive effect in the retirement period

dominates depends on the parameter values. The median voter will choose a com-

plete stop of immigration, if the cost from immigration due to falling gross wages

cannot be compensated by higher future pension benefits. This is usually the case if
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the share of pensions in lifetime income is neglectable. For a laissez-faire policy the

argument can be reversed.

In sum, the results are not robust with respect to changes in parameter values. As

shown by Haupt/Peters, if one compares both policy regimes one finds that a change

from q- to b-policy will turn incentives of the generations upside down.

We will now turn to the second group of models. So far the models assumed that

young workers have no influence on the final political decision since they are not

the median voter generation. The traditional view is to have the older generations

introduce a suboptimally high level of redistribution. Haupt/Peters(1999), however,

assume that the young generation has an exit option by emigrating to a neighboring

country if its tax burden in the home country is getting too large. This limits the

power of the gerontocrats, i.e. median voters who belong to the retired generation. A

two-fold voting process will be considered. First, there is a political decision (voting

by hand) on the amount of intergenerational redistribution, and second, the young

generation will vote by feet on whether it will accept the redistribution decision12.

This decision can be modelled as a two-stage game.

If one assumes myopic individuals, this framework is very similar to the literature

on tax competition, especially to the case of commodity taxation with Leviathan

governments and mobile consumers (see Kanbur/Keen (1993)). An additional ele-

ments comes into the model by the assumption of individuals behaving rationally if

they anticipate the effect of today’s decisions on their future pension payments.

By choosing their place of residence, the current young generation decides not only

on its net wages but also on their pensions. The migration decision depends on two

variables. First, it is the comparison of lifetime incomes that creates a migration

incentive. Second, people have different intensities of attachment-to-home s (see

Mansoorian/Myers (1993)) which strengthens or weakens the incentive. The migra-

tion preferences are distributed according to a density f(s) and people differ only

with respect to s.

12Here only the young generation is voting by feet. In principle, the old generation can vote

by feet as well (see Smith Conway/Houtenville(1998)). In Europe, however, this is not a relevant

problem since by regulation retirees keep their pension claims always against the country where

they paid their contributions.
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Assuming a balanced PAYG public pension system with contribution rates a and

b (for country A and B), one can formulate the retiree’s payoff functions for each

country. A retiree’s payoff is his contribution rate times the migration ratio com-

pounded with the population growth rate. The migration ratio relates the size of the

labor force after migration to the size of the young generation born in the country.

It also depends on the relative size of the old generations in both countries. Inter-

preting the migration ratio as the relative demand of young workers for living in a

region, one can think of the retirees as revenue maximizing duopolists in Bertrand

competition.

Next, we will discuss the Nash equilibrium in a game with myopic migrants. Contri-

bution rates are now equivalent to taxes and lead to the well-known results from the

literature on tax competition.13 In each country, the old generation chooses the con-

tribution rate as to maximize its payoff holding the other country’s contribution rate

constant. One finds a symmetric Nash equilibrium (a∗ = b∗) if the old generation

has the same size in both countries. If the old generations differ in size, the ”larger”

country will choose a higher contribution rate. This is because the migration ratio

is higher in a small country. Lowering the rates will decrease total contributions

collected from the natives by a small amount. At the same time a large amount

of additional contributions will be made by immigrants if the small country under-

cuts its neighbor. The gain is sufficiently high to overcompensate the losses. The

reasoning is just reversed for the large country.

Due to the fact that the small country has a positive net migration, the median

voter in the small country receives a higher pension benefit than her neighbor.

Contributions per retiree are higher than in the large country.

Turning now to rational migrants who include the discounted pension benefit into

their net-income calculation, one finds that the Nash contribution rates are higher

than in the case of myopic migrants. A high contribution rate today forces many

workers to emigrate to the other country. Due to this the number of retirees in the

next period will be low (small country)14. We learned, however, from the previous

13See e.g. Kanbur/Keen (1993) for the case of commodity taxation and Wilson (1991) or Bucov-

etsky (1991) for the case of capital taxation.

14A doomsday scenario as in Konrad (1995a) is assumed. Since the world ends after period 2,
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that the retirees in a small country receive higher pension benefits than the retirees

in a large country. Hence, there is an incentive to raise contribution rates in period

115.

The idea of limiting gerontocratic power can also be found in Hagen/Walz (1995)16.

Compared with the previous model, young workers now have an additional exit

option by working in the shadow economy. Two symmetric countries k = i, j will

be considered. Young workers receive either a net-of-social-security-tax income of

(1− τ k)w in the official sector or an income σ from the shadow sector. It is assumed

that σ < w, i.e. gross wages in the official sector are higher than in the shadow

sector. Old individuals either work at a fixed wage rate βw (β < 1) or receive a

pension benefit bk. The pension system has to be balanced at γbk = τkw in each

period where γt = Nk
t+1/N

k
t is the dependency ratio. The budget constraints of

members of the young and old generation are given by ct = max [w(1− τt), σ] and

zt+1 = max [bt, βw]. The lifetime utility of a representative individual is given by

Ut = ln ct − ms + δ ln zt+1 where δ is the subjective discount rate, s the cost of

migration and m a dummy variable (being 1 in the case of migration).

The young generation in period t faces the question whether to migrate or not.

Since the model does not assume convex mobility costs or an attachment-to-home,

it results in a bang-bang solution which depends on the parameter values for the cost

of migration s and the dependency ratio γ. Migration might take place whenever the

increase in lifetime income from migration exceeds the cost of migration (migration

condition). Too high migration costs clearly prevent migration. For reasonably low

levels of s, the migration decision depends only on the value of γ.

If one assumes that the migration condition holds, a low dependency ratio will

actually lead to migration of the working generation of, say, country i to country

j in period t. The reason for this is the fact that generation t can expect the next

generations to stay in their home countries. Hence, it will receive a pension benefit

after migration. A one-time effect occurs with only generation t migrating.

the generation born in the last period will migrate myopically.

15Tax harmonization issues will be discussed in section 4.

16See also Breyer/Stolte (2000) who investigate changes in the labor/leisure choice of young

workers in order to avoid excessive taxation through the old generation.
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If the dependency ratio increases further one finds that migration discontinuously

jumps back to zero. Generation t + 1 now has a migration incentive as well. If

generation t moves to country j, the next period’s young generation will leave for

country i where no old generation lives anymore and no taxes have to be paid.

This leaves the old people in country j without pension benefits as there are no

contributors left. Old-age income from work cannot compensate this loss in income.

Anticipating this problem the young generation in period t decides to stay in their

home country. Due to this behavior the next generation will not have an incentive

to migrate anymore.

If, however, the dependency ratio will increase still further generation t will no longer

try to save the social security system from destruction. Although they anticipate

that their offspring will migrate they will migrate themselves because the incentive

becomes very strong. The social security system cannot be sustained as each gener-

ation has a migration incentive which is strong enough to induce migration in every

period.

Furthermore, Hagen/Walz look at the case in which social security policy will be de-

cided on in a voting process. The benchmark case is a pension scheme (τ p, bp) chosen

by a benevolant social planner who maximizes lifetime utility of each generation.

In a closed economy, the bundle (τC , bC) is the (too large and therefore inefficient)

choice of the median voter, who is a member of the old generation. The only con-

straint on the tax rate is to keep the working generation in the official sector. In an

open economy the possibility of migration limits her choice even further17.

In the case of uncoordinated policies each median voter chooses a policy taking the

other median voter’s choice as given. If the policy variable is the tax rate and policies

are symmetric (τ i = τ j = eτ ≤ τC), a Nash equilibrium in pure strategies exists for

eτ = τC . Here the migration condition does not bind due to high migration costs.

The old generation has an incentive to increase its pension benefit by raising the

tax rate to an inefficiently high level.

As in Haupt/Peters (1999) a second policy regime assumes the retirement income

17The time structure is the same as in Haupt/Peters (1999): first there is a political vote (voting

by hand), then the young generation decides whether to stay or to migrate (voting by feet).
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as choice variable. Here one finds a Nash equilibrium in pure strategies even for low

costs of migration. Let bN be the retirement income that makes young individuals

just indifferent between migration and staying at home. Individuals will therefore

vote for the largest possible retirement income that still keeps their offspring from

migrating in t + 1, i.e. they choose bN . No differing level of retirement income b∗

which is adopted in both countries can be a Nash equilibrium. Only choosing bC in

both countries will be a Nash equilibrium under certain conditions, e.g. the young

generation’s incentive to migrate to the other country must be eliminated. It follows

that there are either one (bN ) or two (bN , bC) Nash equilibria18. From the point of

view of the old generation, bN dominates bC under the given assumptions.

Next, coordinated social security policies are to be investigated. The old generation

can be expected to vote in favor of coordination as this will reduce the young gener-

ation’s opportunities to opt out. It is again useful to distinguish which parameter is

to be coordinated. With tax rate coordination, i.e. τ i = τ j , we find that there is no

migration incentive for the young generation19 anymore, so the old generation will

choose τC in both countries. This solution, however, suffers from cartel instability.

It is profitable for each country to undercut τC to attract immigrants. If the coun-

tries coordinate retirement incomes instead, the old generation will choose the Nash

equilibrium with the highest retirement income. This solution is stable as lowering

b decreases the retirment income while raising b causes a migration incentive for the

young. Here, coordination only pays in the sense that it assures that the largest level

of b will be adopted.

Finally, it is the integration of social security systems which is clearly favored by

the old generation. This scenario replicates the closed economy case. Migration is

not an option anymore, leaving the shadow sector as the only way to avoid excessive

taxation. Hence, the old generation will vote for the pension system (τC ,bC). The

burden of this inefficient solution has to be carried by the young generation.

18Actually, bN splits up into two implicit solutions with bN2 > b
N
1 , so the old generation prefers

bN2 .

19See Homburg/Richter (1993) who show that it is not sufficient to coordinate only tax rates.
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3.2 Education and skill

Education plays an important role in the discussion on immigration. Germany for

example recently introduced a green-card system to allow highly skilled and urgently

needed IT workers into the country. At the same time, Germany and the EU are very

reluctant to pass general immigration regulations. It is feared that with no restriction

on immigration, a large inflow of low-earning, low-skilled workers is likely to occur.

This is often assumed to be a challenge to national social security systems as people

expect immigrants to be net beneficiaries to the welfare state20. Furthermore, a

depression of wages in the unskilled labor market segment is feared. Hence, there is

some resistance against immigration in the host countries21. This, however, might

be too short-sighted. In countries with ageing societies the inflow of young migrants

might help to improve the dependency ratio and thus to stabilize the public pension

system.

The latter effect has been shown by Razin/Sadka (1999). They use a two-generations

infinite horizon model with immigration of young unskilled workers and fixed factor

prices. The assumption of fixed factor prices is crucial for the final result that no

generation will have to face a welfare loss from immigration, even if the immigrants

are net beneficiaries of the pension system. The reason for this is that the net costs

imposed by the immigrants are transferred into the infinite future.22

The models assumes that e is a measure of an individual’s skill level. A low value

of e corresponds to a highly skilled person as she needs to spend only little time

20There is an ongoing debate on this topic. It is argued that immigrants are immediately subject

to taxation but will not be eligible for all welfare programs. See Borjas (1995) and LaLonde/Topel

(1997) for general facts on immigration.

21Razin/Sadka (1996) show this effect in a model with two factors of production: skilled and

unskilled labor. The immigration of unskilled workers leads to falling wages for the unskilled workers

and increasing wages for the skilled. A simple redistribution system, namely a subsidy financed by

a lump-sum tax on skilled workers, is assumed. Since in a democracy migrants cannot be excluded

from (at least some) of the entitlement programs, migration changes the income redistribution

frontier in a systematic way. This leads to a welfare loss and resistance of the domestic work force

towards immigration.

22The model makes use of the concept of the economy as an everlasting machinery, despite

finitely living individuals (Samuelson (1958)).
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on education. Assuming the length of a working period to be one time unit, highly

skilled individuals earn a pre-tax income W (e) = w(1− e). Low skilled individuals
with large emay decide not to acquire skill at all. Their pre-tax income isW (e) = qw

due to a low productivity level q < 1. Thus there is a cutoff level making individuals

indifferent between receiving education or not at e∗ = 1− q.
Optimization

within the traditional OLG framework yields V e1 ≡ ve1 (W (e)(1− τ ), b1, r) for the

young generation where τ is a flat social security contribution rate. Indirect utility

is strictly increasing in the social security demogrant benefit b1 they receive in their

old age. The 1/(1 + n) members of the old generation have an indirect utility of

V e0 ≡ ve0(b0, r).
In period 0, m immigrants are allowed into the country. They are assumed to be

young and low-skilled. Hence, they contribute qm to the labor force. Once they

enter the country, they adopt the reproduction rate of the domestic population.

Their offspring will have an identical ability distribution as the native population.

The pension system resembles the simplest case of a PAYG system. In each pe-

riod total contributions of T = twL are collected from the young, L being the labor

supply which is a rather complex term due to the modelling of skill levels. Total con-

tributions are distributed among the members of the old generation. This happens

in each period.

Immigration makes the old generation better off since the number of contributors

and therefore the demogrant benefit increases. Hence, we have a positive externality

for the domestic population in the period of immigration. The young generation

is indifferent in this period since wages are fixed, so there is no negative effect on

them. When this period’s young workers become old, they will still be indifferent

due to the fact that the demogrant benefit b1 does not depend on immigration. This

is because the immigrants adopt the native population’s reproduction pattern. They

raise enough children to be supported by them without depending on the domestic

offspring.

Due to fixed factor prices, a steady state is reached after just one period. All gen-

erations will receive a demogrant benefit of b1. Only individuals which are old in
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the immigration period will be better off23. One can consider redistributing some of

the first generation’s gain to the following generations to make them better off as

well. No generation would vote against immigration in case of a political decision.

This result holds even in the case of immigrants being net beneficiaries of the public

pension system, in the sense that NPPW = b1
1+r
− tqw > 0. Razin/Sadka (1999)

show that under fairly realistic assumptions no generation will be worse off, even if

this condition holds, because the welfare cost associated with the positive NPPW

will be deferred into the infinite future. Form this, one can conclude that there

is an incentive for a country to behave strategically in order to induce unlimited

immigration. It is even reasonable to compete with other countries for immigrants.

Clearly, this result depends heavily on the fixed factor price assumption.

Razin/Sadka (2000b) deals with this problem by introducing flexible factor prices

into the previous framework. Migration will then generate a downward pressure on

wages which may overturn the welfare gains in the model above.

Their model now assumes a CES production function with a wage rate of wt =

f(kt) − (1 + rt)kt ≡ f(kt) − ktf 0(kt). The capital-labor ratio kt = Kt/Lt itself

depends on the wage rate. Hence, wt, kt, and bt will change over time and the steady

state will be reached only after an infinite number of periods. A simulation analysis

is carried out to show the effect of migration on the welfare of different generations

and skill levels. In the initial steady state there is no migration. In the first period

an inflow of m low-skilled workers occurs. After an infinite number of periods a new

steady state is reached which is identical to the initial one. The welfare loss or gain,

respectively, of all generations is measured by the percentage increase in life-time

utility that will restore utility to its pre-migration level.

As immigrants enter the country in the Cobb-Douglas case (σ = 1), the capital-

labor ratio rises in period 0 and then falls monotonically back to its steady state

level. The old generation gains in two ways: first, b0 rises, and second, the rate of

return on capital increases. The pension benefit in the next period, however, falls

below the steady-state level and then rises monotonically back to the initial level.

23This result depends on the fact that contribution rate is fixed as in the Haupt/Peters’ (1998)

b-policy. One could as well fix the benefit as in Scholten/Thum (1996). Then, the young generation

would be better off and the old generation would be indifferent.
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So, all following generations will lose from migration in the CD case. Razin/Sadka

also analyze a second case with a high elasticity of substitution (σ = 3.33). In this

case not only will the initial old generation gain, but also the highest skilled workers

born in the immigration period (retirees in period 1). This is because the latter

group owns a larger share of the capital stock and are therefore less affected by the

downward pressure on wages.

The low skilled workers of all generations lose in any case. Thus, the immigrants are

net contributors to the system as their NPPW is negative. Their net contributions

do not suffice to support the gain to the retirees in period 0 and the highly skilled

born in this period. This makes all other individuals of all generations worse off.

Razin/Sadka (2000a) takes up the previous model again. While the basic set-up

is the same as before, the analysis is here carried out in a static framework. Two

issues are investigated. First, it is asked whether a more developed welfare state

with more taxes and more transfers attracts immigration of various skill levels. One

indeed finds dm/dτ > 0, however, the welfare state attracts more low skilled and less

high skilled workers. Second, the question is raised how migration affects the income

distribution among the native born and in turn their attitude towards migration.

The model finds that although there is no deadweight loss from redistribution, there

is a loss from the point of view of native-born workers because immigrants usually

are net beneficiaries of the welfare system. A portion of the tax revenues collected

from the domestic population ”leaks” to the immigrants.

The model is extended by a democratic voting process. The voting decision is on

whether to have heavier taxation and more intensive redistribution. This is sup-

ported by the low-skilled workers. Low-income immigrants who are net beneficiaries

of the welfare system will vote in favor of higher taxes and transfers. Since there

is a leakage, they share some of the benefits at the expense of the native-born vot-

ers. Hence, redistribution becomes more costly to the latter. More immigration then

leads to native born people supporting lower tax rates.
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3.3 The impact on immobile factors

One of the results from section 2 is that the owners of immobile factors have to

carry the burden from redistributive policy, as mobile factors are able to escape

from taxation. In the following, we will turn to models that explicitly examine the

impact of increasing labor mobility on immobile factors such as infrastructure or

land.

Konrad (1995) looks at a gerontocratic regime with a non-altruistic old genera-

tion that decides on the levels of investment in public infrastructure and in public

education, respectively. The economy is characterized by underinvestment of infras-

tructure goods and education due to public provision (see also Konrad (1995b)).

Introducing fiscal federalism then may aggravate the underinvestment problem with

respect to education, but at the same time may help to overcome the underinvest-

ment problem in public infrastructure provision. This is a direct consequence of the

fact that education is embodied in the young generation while infrastructure is not.

There is a simple PAYG pension system assumed in Konrad’s model with a social

security tax levied on the young generation and the revenues being distributed to

the old generation. The tax rate is assumed to be exogenous which rules out tax

competition, so the amount of redistribution can only be influenced by changing the

tax base. The stock of social capital has a positive effect on private production. Any

public investment increases the tax base for social security taxation and thus the

pension benefit of the old generation.

A subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium is derived in a two-stage game. In stage 1, the

old generation decides on investment levels according to the maximization of their

net-of-investment income from pension benefits. In stage 2, the young individuals

decide on migration by maximizing net income which depends on the choice of

location. This game structure is similar to Haupt/Peters (1999).

The model finds that infrastructure and education investment play a very similar

role in a closed economy without migration. Whenever the tax rate τ of the redis-

tributive tax is smaller than 1, the level of public investment in both infrastructure

and education is suboptimally small. Migration changes the incentives for the old.

Investments in children’s education are less attractive since in equilibrium some chil-
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dren will migrate and take their embodied human capital with them. This implies

that the return on educational investment is even less than τ . Investments in infras-

tructure have quite different impacts. First, infrastructure will always remain in the

country. Second, a large stock of infrastructure attracts workers from other countries

including the human capital they acquired elsewhere. Since the old generations in

all countries are aware of the advantage of infrastructure investment, there will be

a shift from educational to infrastructure investment in all countries. The effect is

similar to a prisoner’s dilemma. Konrad shows that a co-operative policy of shifting

investment from the infrastructure sector to the education sector by all countries

will yield a strict Pareto improvement.

Hange (2000) introduces land as an immobile factor into an economy similar to the

one employed by Homburg/Richter (1993) and Breyer/Kolmar (2001) which will be

discussed in more detail in the next section. Consider an integrated economic region

(confederation) consisting of many small open economies. Assume zero population

growth in the confederation, perfectly integrated goods and capital markets, and an

inelastic supply of one unit of labor by each member of the young generation. Land

owners are at the same time producers and maximize F it(N i
t , L

i) − witN i
t yielding

the optimal labor input at wit = F itN . L
i is the fixed amount of land available in

region i. At a price of qit, individuals can buy land l
i
t in region i from which they

receive the rent ρit per unit. Land is sold in the retirement period at price q
i
t+1. Each

individual can save or dissave without limit at the interest rate r. In equilibrium

returns from savings and land ownership must equal. The public pension system is

PAYG financed. A contribution bit is collected from every worker in jurisdiction i

and the total sum of contributions is distributed to the retirees in the same period.

The aim of the representative individual is to maximize lifetime utility by choosing an

optimal consumption path, i.e. it will maximize u(ct, zt+1) under the intertemporal

budget constraint

ct +
zt+1

1 + rt+1
= F itN(N

i
t , L

i)− bit+1
Ã
N i
t+1

N i
t

1

1 + rt+1
− 1

!
.

The RHS is the expected lifetime income of an individual born in period t in region

i. The second term of the RHS is the net public pension wealth of that region

(NPPW i). After the young workers get to know factor prices and social security
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contributions, they will choose their location. This is the same time structure as in

Haupt/Peters (1999). The locational choice depends on the comparison of expected

lifetime income in region i with the income outside region i, i.e. with the exogenously

given world wage rate w. A migration equilibrium is given by

F itN(N
i
t , L

i) + bit+1

Ã
N i
t+1

N i
t

1

1 + r
− 1

!
= w.

We will now distinguish the two different policy regimes as in Haupt/Peters (1998)24.

First we will discuss the case of a fixed contribution rate, i.e. bit = b
i > 0 ∀ t. The per-

capita benefit now is pit =
Ni
t

Ni
t−1
bi from the public budget constraint and the internal

gross return can be written as 1 + θit = pit+1/b
i = N i

t+1/N
i
t , i.e. the reproduction

rate. If N i
t+1 < N

i
t , the return is negative and the resulting burden has to be carried

solely by the retirees of period t+1. The young generation in that period will always

receive w since it will emigrate otherwise. Under this policy regime, the growth path

N i
t = N

i
t+1 = N in region i for all t is a unique steady state equilibrium under perfect

foresight. It will be reached in the first period. The migration equilibrium condition

can therefore be rewritten as F itN(N
i
t , L

i)−bi r
1+r

= w, i.e. the regional PAYG system

levies a locational head tax of bi r
1+r

on mobile individuals.

Now the effect of an unexpected permanent change of the contribution rate in period

t can be investigated. One finds that dN
i
t

dbi
= r

(1+r)F itNN
< 0. The young generation will

emigrate until the reduction in lifetime income due to higher contributions equals the

increase in gross wages due to the decrease in population. Consumption possibilities

will therefore not change in this or any following generation. Hence, only members

of generation t− 1 will suffer from this change in old age consumption. They face a
loss from the ownership of land as the increase in the contribution rate will decrease

the number of workers as well as the price and the rent for land. Furthermore, as the

number of contributors decreases, the pension benefit will become smaller. At the

same time there is an counteracting effect from the increase in contribution rates.

The total effect strongly depends on who owns the land. If the retirees own all the

domestic land the policy change clearly has a negative effect on old age consumption

in period t. In all other cases, e.g. if foreigners own some of the land, it depends

24We will not find this distinction in Homburg/Richter (1993) and Breyer/Kolmar (2001).
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critically on the size of the migration elasticity whether a higher contribution rate

will increase the per-capita pension benefit enough to overcompensate the loss of

contributions through a high number of emigrating young workers. Thus, in the case

of fixed contribution rates there will be an excess burden which is to be carried by

the retirees and the land owners in the region.

In the second policy regime a fixed per-capita pension benefit is assumed, i.e. pit =

pi > 0 ∀ t. Hence, the contribution rate is endogenous: bit = Ni
t−1
Ni
t
pi. The internal

gross return of the PAYG system becomes 1+θit = p
i/bit = N

i
t/N

i
t−1. Comparing this

to the internal return from the first policy regime, one finds that the contributions

in the fixed benefit regime will earn a return equal to the reproduction rate of the

previous generation, rather than earning a return that is equal to the reproduction

rate of today’s generation. The net return in the constant benefit regime is therefore

independent of the future population growth.

Again, the effect of an unexpected permanent increase of per-capita pension benefits

will be considered. The long-run migration equilirium25 with N i
t = N i

t+1 = N i is

F iN(N
i, Li)− pi r

1+r
= w. Differentiating with respect to pi gives dN

i

dpi
= r

(1+r)F iNN
< 0.

This is exactly the same effect as a permanent change in the contribution rate in

the first regime. The only difference is that here the steady state does not occur

immediately but after a cyclical process of adaptations.

As the young workers of period t and all following generations will again earn w,

only the old generation born in the previous period will be affected. They loose from

the ownership of land. If the pension benefit is raised, the number of workers, the

price of land and the rent from land decrease in the next period. At the same time

the benefit increases by dpi. If the old generation owns all the land, the per-capita

pension benefit decreases unambiguously. This confirms the central statement of

fiscal federalism theory: redistribution between mobile and immobile factor owners

causes an excess burden in a small open economy. However, while under the first

regime the retirees carry some of the burden independent of their land ownership,

under the second regime only the land owners carry the burden. This can be seen

from the fact that if a retiree does not own any land, her consumption possibilities

25In the long-run, Hange finds that a policy with a constant per-capita pension benefit might be

unsustainable.
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increase by dpi but no loss from land ownership occurs.

4 Policy harmonization and global efficiency

From the previous sections we know that in the process of European integration,

national governments are forced to adapt to increasing factor mobility. Nationally

optimal policy changes and there may arise incentives to behave strategically. Under

these circumstances, substantial welfare losses can be expected to occur. A possible

countermeasure to this problem is policy harmonization in the most general sense

of the word. It is hoped that this will help to maintain or to restore global effiency.

We will therefore turn to models which explicitly take the perspective of an entire

economic union with two or more member countries. We will not, however, consider

the self interest of EU bureaucrats and politicians to whom the integration process

offers new opportunities beyond the ones available at the national level. This group

has a strong incentive to transfer political power to the EU. One always has to keep

in mind that in the discussion on harmonizing or even consolidating social security

systems at the EU level, European bureaucracy and central administration will at

least partly behave in a rent-seeking manner. See Vaubel (1994) for a comprehensive

survey on this topic.

Instead we look at models of intergenerational redistribution in a multi-jurisdictional

framework with migration as a means of equalizing differences in lifetime utility be-

tween countries. Starting with Homburg/Richter (1993) some research has been done

on general-equilibrium models which deal with the question whether there is a need

for harmonizing social security contributions in the European Union. Since contri-

bution rates to pension systems differ between countries, one could argue that this

already causes migration. Young people move to countries with low contribution

rates, while old people move to countries with high pension payments. Harmoniza-

tion might then be a proper instrument to overcome those population shifts.

Homburg/Richter, however, argue that harmonization of contribution rates is not

sufficient to avoid inefficient migration. Hence, national PAYG-pension schemes will

- even in the case of perfect mobility - in general lead to an inefficient allocation of
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labor across countries. In their model, members of a national social security system

face an implicit tax equal to the contribution rate times the difference between the

net return to the social security contribution (which is the growth rate of the labor

force) and the capital market return. The net return to the PAYG contribution

depends on migration flows. Since workers will migrate to the country with the

lowest implicit tax, returns in the home country will shrink. Allocational distortions

will occur as with each emigrant the return decreases and even more emigration is

induced.

In the following, we will use the framework that was previously introduced in the dis-

cussion of Hange’s (2000) model. The same assumptions will apply in the following.

Except for the fact that no immobile factor is considered in the Homburg/Richter

model, there is mainly one major difference between the models. Hange analyzes

how workers in one country maximize their utility given an exogenous income w

outside the country. Homburg/Richter, in comparison, look at how simultaneous

optimization by individuals in all countries influences the locational decision. They

assume countries which differ with respect to the optimal capital-labor ratio.

Here, a migration equilibrium is given if the total population is distributed over

regions i and j so as to maximize lifetime utility of each individual. No migration

incentives must be left, i.e. expected lifetime income must be equal in both regions.

If the allocation of labor is interregionally efficient, marginal productivity of labor

is equalized in both regions: F itN = F
jt
N . From these two facts follows the condition

for an interregional equilibrium:

bi
Ã
N i
t+1

N i
t

1

1 + rt+1
− 1

!
= bj

Ã
N j
t+1

N j
t

1

1 + rt+1
− 1

!

or NPPW i = NPPW j . The net public pension wealth needs to be equal in both

regions. Hence, a time path of distribution of people is interregionally efficient iff

either one of the two following conditions holds: (i) bk = 0 for k = i, j, i.e. the PAYG

pension system is converted into a fully funded one, or (ii) bi = bj and
Ni
t+1

Ni
t
=

Nj
t+1

Nj
t

=

1, i.e. premiums are harmonized between regions and the region-specific populations

are constant over time. Thus a stationary state with no migration is needed to sustain

the PAYG system. This, however, is “more an analytical fiction than a positive
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approach” (Homburg/Richter (1993), p. 59). With population growth, efficiency

requires that both contribution rates and expected population growth rates would

have to be equal across countries. As one can see from Table 2, net reproduction

rates differ substantially between EU member countries. In France e.g. it is more

than 30 percent higher than in the neighboring Spain.

INSERT TABLE 2

The previous framework has been extended by Schneider (1996). He finds that mi-

gration due to differences in premiums will make it increasingly difficult for countries

to keep the NPPW positive. Using Homburg/Richter’s notation for the equilibrium

condition which is bi(nit− rt) = bj(nit− rt) ∀ t26, one can clearly see that the popula-
tion losing country does have a negative NPPW from the first period on. But the

winning country also faces the task to keep the growth rate above the interest rate.

Under the crucial assumption of a confederation with no population growth, the

winning country will finally have zero population growth when the other country

is completely deserted. Rational governments with perfect foresight will therefore

set bkt = 0 at the outset which is just condition (i) from Homburg/Richter. Schnei-

der makes similar arguments in the cases of non-perfect foresight regarding future

population growth and time-variable premiums bkt . Regarding harmonization his ar-

guments follow Homburg/Richter closely.

While Homburg/Richter and Schneider find that in general a consolidation of pen-

sion systems is needed to avoid migration incentives, Breyer/Kolmar (2001) argue

that the harmonization of contribution rates is sufficient for efficiency. They show

that with free mobility and perfect foresight, condition (ii) will be met from the

first period of labor mobility on. For this to hold, they prove that with harmonized

contribution rates and perfect foresight it is a consistent belief to assume that in

the next period Nk
t0+1

= Nk
t0
(t0 being the first period of efficiency, k = i, j) holds

27.

26Here, nkt is the growth rate of the labour force while 1+n
k
t is the implicit rate of return of the

PAYG system. The term in brackets is similar to Aaron’s condition (see Aaron (1966)).

27A similar proof was employed in the model by Razin/Sadka (1999).
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This constitutes a migration equilibrium with an efficient allocation of labor from

the first period on which will not change over time.

In a next step, Breyer/Kolmar question the assumption of perfect mobility. They

introduce a mobile population segment with bαkt ∈ [0, 1] being the fraction of the
population born in region k at time t with zero mobility costs and allow for bαkt < 1.
Hence, workers are divided into a mobile and an immobile segment. One can think of

two groups with low and high attachment-to-home. It is assumed that fertility rates

βk =
N
k
t+1

Nk
t
differ regionally28. Mobile workers migrate as long as there are differences

in expected lifetime income, immobile workers always stay in their home country.

Due to restricted mobility additional constraints have to be taken into consideration.

Migration now occurs according to Nk
t ≥ (1 − bαk)Nk

t , i.e. after migration at least

the immobile segment of workers remains in the country.

Mobile individuals behave in the same way as before. They migrate as long as there

is a differential in the effective incomes29 of both regions. Migration comes to an

end if either (i) the effective income is equal in both regions, i.e. F iN(K
i
t , N

i
t ) +

bi(
Ni
t+1

Ni
t

1
1+rt+1

− 1) = F jN(K
j
t ,N

j
t ) + b

j(
Nj
t+1

Nj
t

1
1+rt+1

− 1), or if (ii) there is maximum
migration and country j’s income is higher or equal than country i’s income, i.e.

N i
t = (1− bαi)N i

t, N
j
t = N

j
t+ bαiN i

t and F
i
N+b

i(
Ni
t+1

Ni
t

1
1+rt+1

−1) < F jN+bj(N
j
t+1

Nj
t

1
1+rt+1

−
1). Here, consolidation of public pension systems is sufficient for an interregionally

efficient allocation of labor as in this case the internal rate of return is the population

growth rate. Labor then migrates to the region with the highest productivity until

maximum migration takes place.

For the partial mobility case, Breyer/Kolmar furthermore ask whether efficient equi-

libria can arise even without consolidation. They analyze different scenarios of future

mobility pattern in order to extract minimum policy requirements that are consis-

tent with an efficient labor allocation. They find that in a scenario with currently

restricted mobility and perfect mobility thereafter, the harmonization of contribu-

tion rates is a necessary and sufficient condition for interregional efficiency.

In those scenarios in which future mobility is too small for first-best efficiency,

28N is the fertiliy-caused size of population while N is the population after migration took place.

29We assume in the following w.l.o.g. that effective income is higher in country j than in

country˜i.
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coordination requirements become more complicated. This is because coordination

has to be decided on before migration, but the coordination schemes depend on post

migration marginal productivities. Therefore, it is the temporal structure of the

problem and the underlying information structure that makes it almost impossible

to calculate the correct coordination scheme ex ante.

For the case of unrestricted mobility, Breyer/Kolmar analyze whether national au-

thorities have an incentive to deviate from the optimal policy of harmonizing con-

tribution rates. They assume a benevolent regional planner who seeks to maximize

regional welfare by the choice of the regional contribution rate bk. She maximzes the

indirect utility of a representative member of the currently young generation given

that the old generation will not be worse off and that the budget of the pension sys-

tem is balanced. By construction, the regionally chosen contribution rate is efficient

from this region’s point of view.

A political equilibrium {bi, bj} is obtained if both region’s first-order conditions are
fulfilled simultaneously. Since regions differ with respect to their optimal capital-

labor ratio, bi = bj cannot be a political equilibrium. Capital-intensive regions then

become net capital importers while labor-intensive regions become net capital ex-

porters if individual savings are the same due to factor-price equalization. If the

interest rate is assumed to increase in contribution rates, a capital-importing coun-

try has an incentive to reduce contribution rates since this will allow to reduce

interest payments. The capital-exporting country faces just the opposite incentive.

Compared to an autarky equilibrium, this will cause an undersupply of public pen-

sions for the net borrowing country. For a net lender no general conclusion can

be drawn regarding the supply of pension benefits because different externalities

interact.

From section 3.1 we learned that migration and social competition is disadvanta-

geous for the gerontocratic median-voter generation in Haupt/Peters’ (1999) model.

Pensions are unambiguously reduced as compared to the case without labor mobil-

ity. We will therefore discuss whether interregional coordination will improve the

median voter’s position. Two possible strategies are considered: either a harmoniza-

tion with identical contribution rates in all countries or the imposition of a minimum

rate which limits undercutting and thus a possibly too low pension level.
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The result is in line with the findings from the literature on tax competition. The

implementation of a minimum contribution rate will lead to pension levels in all

regions which exceed the ones in the uncoordinated Nash equilibrium. Both region’s

retirees gain at the expense of both young generations. The reason is that a rise

in one region’s contribution rate also induces an increase in the other region’s rate.

This cannot happen under a harmonization strategy which fixes contribution rates

at an average of the pre-existing rates. In sum, the strategy space is larger in the

case of a minimum contribution rate than in the harmonization case.

Comparing the two models discussed above, one finds that the benevolent planner

approach neglects the fact that policy coordination has to be supported by the

populations of all member countries, if we realistically assume democratic societies.

Policy coordination by benevolent planners assumes that no group of individuals

in any of the countries will be worse off. Haupt/Peters (1999), however, show that

coordination is just a means of the old generation to improve their situation at

the expense of the young generation. Therefore, the outcome of coordination policy

strongly depends on the population structure as well as on the design of the public

pension system (recall Haupt/Peters (1998)).

Hence, in the median-voter model of Haupt/Peters a minimum contribution rate will

find the unanimous support of the relevant political actors (i.e. the median voters

which are retirees) in both countries. This, however, is not a Pareto improvement in

the sense that all relevant actors (including the workers) are made better off. This

positive analysis shows that the outcome of social policy harmonization depends

heavily on this policy’s impact on the politically relevant groups at the national

level.

5 Concluding remarks

In this paper, we reviewed some of the recent literature on intergenerational redis-

tribution in the face of increasing labor mobility. Most of the results are in line with

what one would expect from the theory of fiscal federalism in a static framework.

The intertemporal approach, however, introduces additional and new effects. Some
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findings get even more pronounced, others are less clear than they appear in a static

world.

The models show that migration caused by incentives from differing public pension

systems can induce inefficiencies. This result holds in a static and in an intertempo-

ral framework. The same is true for the provision of social security which becomes

increasingly difficult if labor mobility increases. In a general-equilibrium framework

with a benevolent planner, one can see that non-harmonization leads to individuals

moving to the country with the lowest implicit tax, i.e. the highest NPPW . In a dy-

namic model this effect is aggravated. Emigration lowers the population growth rate

which causes the NPPW to decrease even further, thereby generating additional

incentives to leave the country. This emphasizes the need for policy harmonization

to avoid inefficient migration incentives. In the intertemporal framework it can be

shown that harmonization of contribution rates is in general not sufficient to achieve

an efficient labor allocation. Only an integrated European pension system can main-

tain efficiency under all possible circumstances, yet it is not a necessary condition

for all cases. The benevolent planner approach neglects, however, the fact that the

outcome of harmonization policy may depend on the previously determined result

of each country’s political process. If this process is not considered to its full extent,

the results from harmonization policy may be biased.

On a national level, we find that voting on immigration leads to interesting effects.

Depending on the design of the public pension system, incentives of the different gen-

erations may turn upside down. The young generation will gain from a system with

an exogenously fixed replacement ratio and an endogenous contribution rate, but

will lose from the opposite case. Therefore, it will be strongly in favor of immigration

in the first case. Exactly the opposite holds for the old generation. Furthermore, it

is shown in a voting model that introducing mobility for the home country’s young

generation will limit the power of gerontocrats.

If no negative wage effect occurs, all generations will be in favor of immigration.

The immigrants will improve the dependency ratio and therefore at least some gen-

erations will gain but no generation will lose from immigration. This result holds

even if the immigrants are low skilled. If, however, immigration leads to falling gross

wages, especially young and unskilled native workers will lose from immigration.
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We furthermore find that the increasingly mobile factors are able to shift the tax

burden towards the owners of immobile factors such as land, or towards the immobile

old generation. At the same time, public investment in mobile factors decreases, e.g.

investment in the education of young workers. The old generation which is assumed

to be in power prefers public goods such as infrastructure which remain in the

country they live in.
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FIGURE 1: The allocation of a fixed amount of labor between two countries 
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Table 1: Net public pension wealth in different European countries 
 
NPPW Single 

age 20 
Married 
age 20  

Single 
age 40 

Married 
age 40 

Belgium -30152 
-13% 

-28224 
-12% 

-20240 
-8% 

-15503 
-6% 

Denmark -11438 
-3% 

-7289 
-2% 

-3707 
-1% 

6701 
2% 

Germany -53059 
-16% 

-53059 
-16% 

-38758 
-11% 

-38758 
-11% 

France -13634 
-6% 

-9652 
-4% 

15558 
8% 

24786 
12% 

Italy -28698 
-13% 

-28698 
-13% 

18173 
9% 

18173 
9% 

Luxembourg -33543 
-11% 

-33543 
-11% 

-15939 
-5% 

-15939 
-5% 

Netherlands -91018 
-31% 

-87810 
-30% 

-84439 
-28% 

-76772 
-25% 

In Euro and as percentage of lifetime wealth. 
Source: Wildasin (1999) 
 
 
 



 
Table 2:  Net reproduction rates in European countries 
 
 1970/75 1980/85 1990/95 
Belgium 0,92 0,76 0,79 
Denmark 0,94 0,68 0,82 
France 1,10 0,90 0,87 
Germany 0,77 0,70 0,72 
Greece 1,06 0,91 0,70 
Italy 1,05 0,74 0,63 
Netherlands 0,94 0,73 0,82 
Portugal 1,25 0,93 0,70 
Spain 1,32 0,84 0,66 
United Kingdom 0,97 0,87 0,90 
Source: Kolmar (1999) 
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